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ABSTRACT

The basic features of the left-right symmetric
electroweak theory are reviewed. The experimental
situation regarding the scale % of the break-
down of parity is summarized. I further discuss
in detail the connection with weak and strong CP
violation and especially, grand unification. Also
coverd are the issues of cosmological domain walls
and the conpositeness of quarks and leptons.

1. Introduction

In this talk I shall attempt to summarize the present situation,
both experimental and theoretical, regarding the possibility that
parity is the spontaneously broken symmetry of the underlying theory
of weak interactions. This idea was put forward almost a decade ago
and a great deal of work has been done since, pursuing its
realization. My convinction,' which I would like you to share -with me,
is that the attempt is definitely worthwhile since the understanding
of this fundamental space—time symmetry has been completely left out
of the standard 5U(2)L * U(l) electroweak model. —. This is.carried
further in the construction of the minimal grand unified theory of
eleciroweak and strong forces, the SU(5) model. Even if these
theories are correct in the energy regimes they describe, it is hard.'- •
to believe that they are not the parts of the more complete and more.
symmetric theory that provides the understanding of the observed V-A
structure of charged weak interaction. The question then is, and this
constitutes the main portion of this review: if this is so, at which
energies does the parity restoration manifest itself? It ib not
surprising that 1 wiil fail to answer this question. Rather, I will
discuss the experimental constraints on this scale, and especially the
situation regarding the possibility that it is in the soon reachable
region on the order of TeV. This will naturally take us to the Issue
of whether or not left- right symmetry could be an "oasis" in the
grand desert of unified theories and will be discussed below in
detail.

An imprestinp, aspect of left-right symmetric theories is that
they provide a possible connection between parity and CP violation and
also offer a possibility of understanding the snallness of strong CP
violation. I will only briefly touch these questions, for more
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details tlie reader is rccoccicnded the recent review by Kot.apatre and
cyself .

Sov, parity transforoation is a discrete synaetry, BO that the
left-right symmetric theory runs into the usual difficulty of
spontaneously broken discrete synaetries, i.e. the problen of
formation of domains in the early universe. The possible ways out are
discussed, such as the idea of symmetry nonrestoration at high
tpaperature and even more interesting, in the context of grand
unification embedding of the discrete symmetry into the center of the
particular gauge group, so that the different vacua can be reached by
a continuous symmetry and no dooain vails would be formed.

Finally, the connection between left-right symmetry and the idea
of compositeness of quarks and leptons is briefly discussed.

The rest of this review can then be summarized with the following
table of contents:
Section 2. Left-right symmetry: experimental constraints
Section 3. Left-right symmetry: grand unification
Section 4. Connection with weak and strong CP violation
Section 5. Dooain wall problem and its resolutions
Section 6. Left-right symmetry and preoo models
Section 7. Summary and connents

2. Ijft-Rigbt Symmetry: Experi»ontal Situation

Before plunging into the plethora of physical processes that will
give useful contraints, let me first say a few words as to what I mean
by the L-R electroueak oodei. Namely some of the constraints follow
from -he general characteristics of the idea of spontaneous breakdown
of parity, but most of them depend on the specific features of the
theory. This, although unfortunate, is not surprising, since it is
the general property of electroweak gauge theories. ... •_ .-•--•

In tl;5 absence of any firm criteria, we shall stick, as in the
original vork, to the ideas of ninimality and simplicity, and as 1
shall explain, the possibility of dynamical symmetry breaking through
fermionic condensates. The minimal gauge group which incorporates L-R
symmetry* is SU(Z)L x SU(2)R x 0(l) B_ L. The theory if assuoed
invariant under "parity conjugation. This results in

(i) gL " ER 5 g; gL and gR being SU(2)L and SU(2)R

coupling constants
(ii) the fermionic sector consists of left and right-handed

doublets

with xerox copying for core generations;
(iii) from (2.1) electric charge is

(2.2)

Recall that in the standard model B-L is an exact global "
symmetry, anomaly free. Here is the minimal extension that
gauges this global symmetry,

(iv) He will demand that the Higgs sector, besides being L-R
symmetric, complies with the principles of•simplicity and .
the possibility of dynaoical symmetry breaking, i.e. the
scalar fields should carry the quantum numbers of fermionic
bilinears. As described by Mohapatra and myself3, the
relevant Higgs fields are the following

•. /•? 4 \
u • •§ /

(2.3)

where we have shown the composition into the particles with
given charge.

One envisions the following pattern of symmetry breaking, making
sure that it corresponds to the absolute minimum of the potential

SU(2)L x S'J(2)R x U(D B_ L

11(1), (2.4)

with

Neutrino Hnss. Through the f i r s t stage of symmetry breaking
> = MR, right-handed neutrino becomes heavy Majorana particle ,
h fM (f b i Yk l ) d d l^

p
fMR ( f being a Yukawa coupling) and so decouples at

(1 l l ] h h ib h f i
R

low energies (1 slial] not go here into the possibility that f is
slial] g y

exceedingly small ). In turn vL picks up a small Majorana mass
* MR~ , so that the smallness of neutrino mass is tied to the
maximality of parity violation in ucak interactions.



This is to be contrasted to'the case of Dirac neutrinos, where It
is a cajor mystery to understand why v^ is so light . From now on,
nost of vhat I will say will be true for Majorana neutrinos, whose
nature results from the choice of Hlggs sector (2.3).

Quark mass -rat rices. From the fora of Yukawa couplings (H is the
coupling satrix in the flavor space)

t-R symmetry implies, assuming $ *

H T - H

(2.5)

(2.6)

Since in general <$>> is complex, this implies no relation for quark
masses, except in two interesting cases

(i) <*> C R M (manifest L-R symmetry)8

(ii) H e R - = # M T - M (pseudomanifest - 11 - ) 9 (2.7)

We are now equipped to study.the burning question of the value of
H K, especially in view of the possible experimental detection of
WK. Since there is no way of predicting it, the best we can do is
to study experimental constraints on % and see whether this scale
could be in an interesting, testable TeV region of energies.

Charged currents. Let us now go through various different
processes that have impact on MJJ.

(a) Lcptonic and semileptonic.decays. In the Hajorana case no_
useful limit can be obtained (unfortunately) from u and B decays,
since Vg decouple at low energies. This is in contrast to • -...
the Dirac case, where one gets -the limit?'1?. Hp-i 380 for general- -
L-R mixing C L R, and Mj> ̂ 450 GeV for £ L R - 0.

(b) Honle
not so stringe

tnken into account; however, these processes put an excellent limit on
the mixing between W L and WR: £ L R < Hr'-io . Therefore, this
additional parameter that could obscure the phenomenological
predictions can be safely ignored.

KL~KS g a s s difference. This process has a remarkable
property of a conspiracy oi enhancements of diagrams which include i
both WL and WR, as opposed to pure K L exchanges. Of course, the
calculability of these diagrams requires the equality of left and
right handed quark mixing angles. This restricts us to cases (2.7).
Let UL and VR be left and right handed Cabibbo rotations, the
(2.7) implies

nleptpoic decays. .The limits that one gets on HR are
gent": H R > 200-300 GeV, when all uncertainties are

h

K - M* (manifest L-R) =*# U, - UD

Q Q Li ti

M » M (pseudomanifest - 1] -)
q i

(2.8)

Assuming either of the esses in (2 .8) , let us for the moment
concentrate on the four quark case as in the original work of Beall,
Bender and Soni . The contribution from the box,' diagrams gives for
the effective Hamiltonian

•« 4,2
cosZ6c - | s

V2 ,,2

+ [8(l+ln -y) + 2 In -£] -~ sLd sRd}
«W 4 4

(2.9)

where L,R = (l+-fS)/2. The conspiracy is evident: the coefficient of
LR instead of being of order 1, becomes (£n T»C /My2 = - 8) of
order 100, and furthermore, the matrix element of the LR operator is
expected to be larger than the one of the IX operator. In the vacuuo
insertion approximation <LR>/<LL> = 8 , and the correct sign of
KL~KS mass difference gives a rather stringent limit: MJJ >, 1-2
TeV •(! am not quoting the precise value due to the usual uncertainties
the estimation of matrix elements).

How general is the above result? Namely, we could think that the
inclusion of t quark effects could relax the conclusion, especially if
r. quark is not light. Furthermore, in this theory there are
necessarily flavor changing neutral currents induced through Higgs
exchanges and as such must be included in the effective Hamiltonian.
This has prompted us (and others ) recently to re-examine carefully "
the situation including all the possible .relevant effects. .Hot. - • -
surprisingly, it turned out that the linit on MR becomes a function ••
of HiEgs and t quark masses and at the time we did our vork it looked .
as though it could be as low as 200 GeV or so, with the constraints on
the mixing angles much more stringent than in the standard model.

For the sake of illustration, Fig. 1 displays the regions of
allowed mixing angles for different values of top quark mass, taken •
from our paper. In the usual notation, s^ ™ sin6^; 6g H sin6,
where 5± ure K-H angles and i is a phase. Notice (and the same is
true for other values of rojj and HJJ) that in both curves s2 < s 3

and thai. s0 is almost vanishingly small.

Hovever, H O W there are nuch stricter restrictions on K-M angles
coning fron the new measured upper limits on T(b + uev) compared to
T(b f cev)r<1

r(b -» uev)
T(b + cev)

< 0.05



.15This recently enabled Giloan and Reno to show the inconsistency of .
our solution* They first shov that our results analytically imply ae
( : - 1, S3 > 2/nc/nt; vhercas the above limits require sj < Oil,
S3 £ 0.04 (private communication fron W.-Y. Keung).

O.O

Fifi. 1 S5 and s 2 v£ s 3 for Higg& nass tig = 100 GeV vith - . .

(«) Mg. - 200 GeV (b) Hg - 300 CeV

In short, for the same left and right nixing angles, the scale of
parity restoration is pushed into the TeV region

(nanifest L-R) >, 1-2 TeV (2.10)

Keutral currents. Since the ratio of neutral and charged gauge
boson casses is fixed, albeit in a somewhat model dependent manner,
neutral currents can be a useful source of the limit on MR. For
example, in our minimal model3

A (2.11)

viiere, as usual, 6in26H = e 2 / g 2 . The presence of the additional
gauge boson changes the meaning and the value of sin By, compared to
the standard model.

Let us i l l u s t r a t e the above point on the case of deep inelast ic
neutrino-hadron scattering. The e f fect ive Hacdltonian i s

-v G F - - V, (2.12)

with

gv - (l+nR)[T3 - 2Q E

*A ' T3

and nR is defined through

(2.13)

(2.1A)

It i s easy to see that the presence of the HR term in (2.13) . _
increase* the value of sin 6y compared to the standard model. As
demonstrated by Rizzo and myself , one can f i t the data even with _--.-.
sin z6y as large as 0.27, for WR su f f i c i ent ly l i g h t : % . - 200 -. - - ,.
GtV or so. IJowever,-the recent work of Ba/ger et al.- and Deshpande •
and Johnson which does the best f i t analysis of a l l neutral current-
data (including the SLAC experiment on polarized clectron-hadron
scattering) suggests that the value of sin2tiy should not exceed 0.25- '
and for light Wj>- this value would be preferred. This, per se , does
not mean diet., but as we shall see in the Subsequent section has an
important impact on the grand unif ication of the le f t -r ight symmetric
model.

In short, neutral current data allow % to be as low as 150-200
GeV (this i s the model independent statement), with simultaneously
sin26y as large as 0 .25. This issue of l ight WR shall soon be

b h i t f W nd Z gauge bosons Nanely,

H be s u b s t a n t i y g ( GeV)
than in the standard model.



t i g h t WR and i t s s i g n a t u r e s . Light We, i f i t e y i s t £

M t h e r c l e a r e x p e r i m e n t a l - s i g n a t u r e s 1 8 * . , » « '
i t vould decay s i g n a t u r e s . l j a g i n e y o u p r o d u c e

L V~ ud

(2.15)

The existence of the last mode is the consequence of the Hajorana
nature of vR. Therefore, we should expect, with equal probability,
two saae charge muons in the final state. Unlike in the c?se of HL,
we have no missing energy in the final state with a unique possibility
of the direct test of Majorana nature of neutrinos and the lepton
nuober violation.

Neutrino-less double B decay. This is another manifestation of
the lepton number violation due to the Majorana character of "-
Through the exchanges of Kg and Vj{, the dimensionless
which measures the strength of the process is

-SS&.Hf*.
(2.16)

for Ife = 3KL (or so). Experimentally,

Heit -."ino saasses
ejected aXso in the

,„-}

»v = 10 eV,
e • v = 100 IceV,

u 100 MeV (2.17)

so that vF could play an inportant cosoological role of determining
the energy density of the universe. One, of course, has to make sure
that Vp and vT have decayed by now, again for cosaological
reasons; f?r further discussion see Ref. 19.

It is quite probable that you have been bored by al l this and
that (hopefully) you just care about the present experimental status
of L-R synaetry. This table sucaarizes the results of the section

L-R Syrmetry and HR

y and P decays

nonleptonic decays

Kj-K_ mass difference

Neutral currents

Dirac neutrinos: Kĵ  £, 380 GeV

Majorana neutrinos: no limit

MR ^ 200-300 GeV

L̂R »L~R " i* 1^) ^ 10~3

e i i * BiR (CaDiDD0 angles):
>L > 1-2 TeV

6̂ L * ®±H~ n o li™lt

\ > 150-200 GeV

s i n 2 ^ < 0.25

TABLE 1 - Summary of l i m i t s on

3 . SO(IO) and

In any electrowcak scale, the scale of symnetry breaking is •
a free parameter, determined only by the phenomenology of low energy
phenomena. The saoe is not true uhen we unify electroweaVt vith strong
interactions20. The mininal grand unified theory, the SU(5) model of
Georgi and Glashow , determines not only the scale of-grand unifica-
tion Mj;, but also sin^Oy, or in turn My and K^ — the scale of -
veak interactions; the only input being the measured strength:of the..." -
strong interaction coupling constanti.^-..- - --. •• .- ..

The question is whether we can do the same regarding MR in.-,. .
S0(10) - the minimal L-R symmetric GUT22. The answer, of course, is "
no. An extra scale enables us only to give Kg as a function of Mj- —
or sin26H. Wn will choose the latter. The precedure is well known
- one follows the renonnslization group prescribed dependenceof - .
coupling constants with energy , the only problem being the usual
one: what are the light Higgs scalars that then contribute to sin*6y •
and as above their threshold? This immediately makes all the
predictions model dependent, although some general statements can
s t i l l be made if one assumes the so-called survival principle for
Higgs scalar masses • Survival principle or the principle of • ' i ' '" '
fine tuning sinply moans that be*ide* the original tuning of M(/H;[
ratio, no other parameters (\n particular the Biggs masses) will be
tuned, but rather allowed to have their natural values. The main.. .
consequence of this physically attractive hypothesis is in simplest
terms the result that all Higgs scalare that can become superbeaVy do
in fact becoBe superheavy»



A few years ago Rizzo and I performed a detailed study of the
esbedding of the minimal L-R syosetrical nodel (as discussed in 52) in
the S0(10) GUT. Meanwhile, there have been new developments, .
especially on the phenooenological side, changing some of our
conclusions . The rest of this section vill be devoted to the
sunaary of the present situation.

In order to be as precise as possible, with Caswell and
Milutinovic, ve have performed26 two-loop determination of low energy
parameters with the following results. Assume the pattern of symmetry
breaking

0(10) „ + SU(2), x S0(2)_ x

• SU(2)L x U(l) x SU(3)C „ +

Our computations give sin By,
jg for light W£: J^.- 200 GeV

SU(3)C

x SU(3)C (3.1)

and Tp as a function of

tp(yr)

100

200

300

.273

.271

.269

x 10

x 10

16

16

8 x 10

U x 103

35

10,38

Table 2

If
The calculated value of sin 6^ tends to be somewhat large:

- 0.27, which contradicts the -new phenooenological estimates • .•
we accept, on the other hand, sin 2^ < 0.25, then f^ >, 106-]07 -
GeV, increasing towards M x for lower value of sin

2By. In
conclusion, accepting survival principle for Higgs scalar masses '•.:
appears to rule out S0(10) eabedding of weakly broken parity.

This makes an interesting parallel with SU(5), which, as the
minimal COT of the standard oodel seems to be ruled out because of the
too short estimate of proton lifetime. On the other hand, oaybe we
should still wait and sec.

What happens if we give up survival principle? Recently, in an
interesting paper , Sokorac has explored the consequences of the
possibility that Biggs sealers survive down to lower energies,
imagining some unspecified synnetry (supersynmetry?, . . . ) . Assuming
to be specific, the opposite from the survival principle, i.e. that
only those scalars that oust be superheavy do become superheavy, he

rinds, among other results, a case with K^ = 200 CeV and
sin2DH = 0.25 with Mx = 2 x JO

1*1 CeV. A consent is needed
regarding proton lifetime, since this result would imply Tp <
yr as in SU(5), and now we know28 that ( T p ) e x p J. 7 x 10^ nyr.
However, experimental limit regards the mode p + e+n (
forbidden if parity is a good synroetry (at M^), allo

1031

modes such as, say p + p a

'(PV),
; other

for which better limits are needed.

i.

1 tend to believe in survival principle, or at least I believe
that it should be accepted as a working hypothesis, since only then
can we make well defined predictions. On the other hand, many people
do not share my feelings and so, until this issue is completely
resolved, perhaps low Mĵ  should DOC be completely ruled out of the
conLjxt of S0(10). I should also add, that in the limit when Higgs
effects are negligible, some interesting geoeral results regarding
*^ in S0(10) can be obtained3".

L-R symmetry and n-S oscillations. I will close this section
with a few brief comments on n-n oscillations in connection with L-R
symmetry and S0(10).~ Consistent with our philosophy of Higgs scalars
having the quantum numbers of fermionic bilinears, we should expect
further states such as diquarks

i£ - Q L
TCQ L, AJ> - Q R

TCQ R (3.2)

The presence of these particles leads, as pointed out by Marshal: and
Hohapatra , to n-T3 oscillations. The model they constructed was
based on the Pati-Salam SU(2)i, x SU(2)R x SD(4)C symmetry. Now,
observability of this process requires the scale of symmetry breaking
t^ to be less than about 10 GeV,-whereas the sinz6jj analysis. . . -
suggests Mc > 10

12 GeV.

The situation is -no better in S0(10)^ There,-one can achieve *
M_ = 10 GeV at the expense of pushing MJJ at HJJ; however, not . • .
all the diquarks remain light, but -rather some get superheavy mass.
In any case, with survival principle operating, the -prosPects f o r

observable n-tT oscillations are hopeless and only by giving it up is
there a chance -'.

4. L-R Symmetry and CP Violation

Some number of years ago, at the time when we still had only four
quarks, Hohapatra and Pati suggested a rather ingenious possibility of
connecting P and CP violation. Assuming spontaneous breakdown of P
and CF in the minimal L-K model, they were led (see (2,6)) to

T i
, y

symmetric quark matrices MqT = Hq, or in other words

(1.1)



vhcre K i s diagonal and unitary:

Making UL real as usual, one gets fpr the weak Haoiltonian

Bwk "
R

(1.2)

with

r
cosS

EinB cos8

One can show then for CH violation in K meson system

* sin S -=-

/ cosB sine\ / elacos8 e"sine \
L " )> * * ' [ )(4.3)

\ - sin8 cose/ \ - e~i6sine e~iacos8/

*+ _< (4.4)

providing a tie between the SBallness of CP violatioin and the
prcdoninant V-A structure of veak interactions.

Furthermore, as ve pointed cut later with Kane, one can get an
interesting possibility of large CP violation in.semileptonic D meson
decays36 (for light % ) , a distinguishing feature from the
Kobayashi-Kaskawa and Higgs model. Namely, for an equivalent of n(K),
one lias

has to be so snail (in order that the electric dipole mooent of the
neutron is not too large)

6 < 10',-9 (4.7)

1 will not go into the celebrated Peccei-Quinn mechanism that leads to
the existence of the axion. Suffice i t to say that, due to
cosmological constraintsj -Peccci-Quinn mass r.cnle must l ie in a small
range at energies 10 -10' GeV, and furthermore i t appears bard to
solve the domain wall problem which emerges in this solution .

The alternative strategy employing L-R symmetry was suggested
few years ago.

38

(a) Use L-R symmetry = ^ 8 « 0,

(b) have manifest L-K synoetry »

and so

arg det Mq - 0,

(4.8)

The finite, in higher orders induced 8 turns out be be
gind ^ JQ- _ Unfortunately, the suggested models were comp

small:
(implicated

and worse, employed ad hoc discrete symmetries to meet constraint
(b)j An interesting attempt, which demanded no such discrete
symmetries enabled Masicro et a l . to achieve

(4.9)

n(D) = sin a (A.5)

with a arbitrary, so that n(P) can be as large as O.I. On the other
hand, we live in the world with at least six (?) quarks. Ther

generalization of the above idea has been performed by Chang , who
manages to preserve the esseoce of {4.4). He has utilized the work of
Bcall et al. , which pushes Jig in the TeV region.-and has enabled
him to arrive at the situation where Che usual K.-H contribution to CF
violation is suppressed coopared to the WR exchange.

Strong CP violation. A somewhat different class of L-K models
could play as important role in understanding the snallness of strong'
CP violation. Recall that the strong CP problem is a problem of
understanding vhy the effective QCD-electroweak CP parameter

6 = 6 + arg det M (4.6)

which would favor heavy WR in the range of energies > 10
s-I06 GeV... .•-•

Again, the price paid lies in the enormous complexity In the Higgs.— • •• •
sector. I am personally still somewhat unhappy -about the attempts —
until now. .

An amusing possibility exists that maybe the miniaal model
works , but more work is needed before any comments are made.

Spontaneous breakdown of.CP and COTS. - Let me close this section
with an interesting connection between spontaneous breakdown of CP and
intermediate mass scales in GUTS. The simplest way to break ~CP - "
spontaneously is to enlarge the standard model with an additional
Higgs doublet and demand all couplings to be real . V.- can thenHiggs
achieve

(4.10)



In the context of CUTS, say e.g. SU(5) the Same would be achieved by
taking two HiggE V s . However, according to Eurvival principle, only
one doublet rccaint light(- My), whereas the other becoaes super-
heavy, leading to a - 0. In other words, a * 0 would require further
•fine-luning.

On the other hand, in the L-R model no modification is needed
since (see(2.«)) » contains two SU(2)L doublets (+i

+, ^"y and
(*2+. *2 ), with S U ( 2 ) R acting in the horizonal direction.
Therefore the second doublet gets the mass KE, and not Kj. The
naturalness of the theory would require (approximately)

100 (4.11)

In other words, spontaneous breakdown at CP invariants in CUTS,
when tied up to the idea of minimal fine tuning seems to require the
existence of the intermediate oass scale, not far from M y The
scale of parity restoration could very well play that role, if a
simple and consistent GOT with low MR is constructed. Could the
right theory be SU(J6)?1'5

5 . Spontaneous Breakdown of Parity and the Domain Wall Problem

Until now we have completely ignored a serious cosmological
problcu inherent in a l l theories that incorporate the spontaneous
breakdown of a discrete symmetry,, i . e . the infamous domain wall
problem1*11. In our case, both V+A and V-A vacua are equally probable;
these vacua being physically dis t inct and not. connected by a gauge -
transformation. By analogy with ferromagnets we know that in the
: vocess of cooling down tbe early universe would have necessarily
formed different domains of V-A and V+A vacua, v i th the energy density
in domain walls orders of magnitude above the energy density-of•the - -
universe. Of course, th i s i s based on the well-known bel ief that a l l .
the systems behave by analogy v i th ferro'magnets .or superconductors,— -
i . e . tbat the symmetries are always Testored at high tenperatur;A5.

Sytnctry uonresloration at high T. The subt i t l e provides an •
answer: the abov£ i s not necessarily true - The main effect at high -
T i s T-dependent mass term for Higgs f ie lds

^ ( T ) - mH
2(0) + U CiXi) T

2 (5.1)

where A_£ are Higgs quartic self-couplings, and C^ are positive
coefficients (let us ignore gauge and Tukawa couplings). ,

In the case of s single Higgs field, X > 0 and so, at
sufficiently high T, Ej2(T) > 0 and the symmetry is restored. In
general, however, not all A^ > 0. For example, with two Higgs
fields one can achieve at high X

0, »2 (T) < 0 (5.2)

and so we would have <<f>2> * 0 at all temperatures for which we can
trust our approximations.

Let us now come to the case of our interest: the L-R model. In
§2 we have learned that the Higgs sector contains triplets Aj, and . •
fij, and multlplet {.. Due to the lack of space I refer to reader to
find the details in our original work; the net result is that one can
find a solution at. high T

Tc -

- 0; . T

(5.3)

so that parity keeps being broken.

The above solut ion, although i t e l iminates the domain a l
problem, i s not physically very appealing and runs. somewhat counter to
our in tu i t ion . A nicer approach i s to embed SU(2)k x SU(2)^ x
D(1)B_L into a s ingle group. . .

S0C10) and the domain wall problea. In SO(10), parity (or better
CP) becomes ident i f ied with the element at the center of the group .
In other words, different vacua can be reached by a continuous gauge
transformation and so i t costs no energy to go from one vacuum to
another. This eliminates the domain wall problem, however, as I "~
stressed before, the problem of the consistency of l ight Wj and
sin26H prediction s t i l l remains. In any case , the general idea i s
rather appealing and should be pursued.

LetLight WJJ and natter— antieatter asymaetry of tbe universe
me now move to a rather interesting cosmological objection to „..
Wg raised by Kuzmin and Shaposnikov1*8. - They have noticed that the .."
amount of baryon asymmetry produced in the early universe is
proportional to the strength of the breakdown of parity . .

- < v
(5.4)

n-9
"T "TO

where (nB /oY)Q = ]0 •" -is what we would get in a broken theory.
This, i f true, vo.iid completely invalidate the idea of light VR
(independently of detai ls of the theory) and would require
<fiR> = Mx > 1012 GeV. The answer to th i s objection was provided
by HasSero and myself at the expense of enlarging the Higgs sector
of the model. We have used the idea of symmetry nonrestoration at
high T to construct

<VT» - (5.5)



at relevant temperatures when the baryon miDbcr.at the universe was
created. Although our answer is coapletely correct, I an not to crazy
about the cocplexities ve were forced to Introduce in our model.

Pcgcci-Ouinn mechanisms and L-R Bymnietry. I have mentioned In 54
that the scale of the breakdown of Fecci-Quinn symmetry, Hpo. which
quarantees the absence of strong CP violation is between 10 and 1012

GeV. It f u r n s out> in the context of S0{10)'; that MR could play
that role : r^ " MpQ, and furthermore such a model can be made
free froa the cosaological doaain wall problem . Of course, this
depends on sin2Bw (and so is testable), which varies ° between 0.24
and 0.22 for 1% between 10 and 10 1 2 GeV. In other words, one
emerges with the following picture of synaetry breaking

0(10)

SD(2)T x SU(2)n
M f A

SU(2)L x

x SU(3)_

: 109-1012 GeV

(5.6)

leadirg to a standard model at low energies. Again, measurement of
MJJ ar.d K̂  can serve as a check of • this idea.- The amusing . :~ •• _•
consequence of the above idea i s the connection between axion and
neutrino Basses

a - n_ tr-

(5.7)

(5.8)

6. Preons and L-R Symmetry

This section has been included more for the sake of completeness
than any other reason and will lack completely any details and
conceptual organization. I just want to cention the fact that many of
the cooposite models of quarks and leptons end up with residual
theories being L-K symmetric, as in the examples lprovided by.Bararl'
and Seiberg , Greenberg and Sucher , Barbieri, Masiero and
Mohapatra , and others .

Without any good reason for discrimination, l e t oe say a few
words about Harari-Seiberg model5 (rishon model) as the prototype of
ideas at compositeness.

( i )

(ii)

Ciii)

Thry, as most of the other workers in the field assume the
force that binds preons together to be some SU(N) gauge
theory (hypercolor), by analogy with QCD. The gauge
syoaetry operating on the preon level i s then
SU(N) SU(3)C x

The choice of preon assignments is
T(3,3,l/3) , V(3,3,0) (6.1)
where the numbers in the brackets stand for hypercolor,
color and electric charge, respectively.

Among other (arbitrary) assumptions they need is that the
light states are lowest color states, which determine the
quantum numbers of light composite fermions, represented in
Table 3.

States Color . B-l. Hypercolor

TTT(e+)

TTV(u)

TW(d)

VW(v e)

1

3 ••••

3

1

Table
where B-L, is identified as

. 1

1/3

-1/3

-1

3

1

1

. 1 •

1

B=L « 1/3 (i^ - nv) (6.2)

(iv) For a generation: e(TTT), v e(VW), three up-quarks (TTV),



three down-quarks (TW), the total preon contact is 6(T+T+V+V). The
charge vanishes vh*n sucaed over one generation, even in the T and V
charges are Dot specified*

Since the nodel is L-R symmetric, it leads naturally to
SU(2)k x SU(2)R x U(l)j_L symmetry at the composite level. Of
course, the dynaaics of the composite theory is not known. However,
assuming the effective Lagrasgian to be renoroalizable, it should be
approximately gauge invariant under S U ( 2 ) L X S D ( 2 ) R X L'(l)g_j_,
The gauge boson states in this model are, unfortunately, rather
complicated:

V - (TLTL> V W etc.

The lack of space doesn't allow me to go any deeper into many
unanswered questions, such as say, chiral symmetry breaking. Preoa
oodels are at the stage when many assumptions (often ad hoc) are
needed to make sure that the resulting theories make sense. I just
vanted to point out that, under some not so unreasonable assumptions,
one may be led to L-R symmetry. I t i s amusing to oent ic i that the
analysi | 6of residual weak interactions in their theory, led Earari and
Seiberg to exactly the model of Hohapatra and myself, discussed at
length in 52.

I should mention, of course, that L-R symmetry i s by now no means
a necessary feature of cooposite models. Among many others, an •
interesting composite model with the scale of symmetry compositeness
at Kx and residual SU(5) symmetry has been provided by-P. • •
Seajanovic.

7 . S imair and Cements - - . .

--.-In th i s review J[ have tried to go through, what. 1 bel ieve, are • -
tbe most important features of the ideas . that the origin of parity :•
violation in weak interactions i s 4ue Xo spontaneous breakdown of
l e f t - r ight symmetry, incorporated in the gauge theory based on -• - •
S0(2)L x SD(2)R x [1(1)^^ group. I have paid most attention to
the question of"the exist ing experimental constraints on the scale • .
**R °f parity restoration in order for the reader to know where we
stand today and what to expect in the near future. In that sense, ;
th i s review i s Dore a compilation or summary of various aspects of L-R
symmetry rather than being a pedagogical expose.

We concluded that low MR - 200 GeV (or so) i s s t i l l perfectly
consistent with a l l tbe data both in the realm of charged and neutral
currents, i f s in 6H = 0 .25 . The only exception to this i s the case
of manifest (or pseudooanifest) L-R syeaetry, characterized by the
sane le f t and right flavor nixing angles, in which case K,-Ks case
difference leads to a core stringent constraint: MR >, 1-2 TeV. This

unfortunately includes tbe interesting model of weak and strong CP
violations.

If Vg s t i l l turned out to be l ight (B^ * BJJ), i t s
signs ure would be clean and interest ing, leading among other things
to a d i 'ect test of lepton nunber violation through the Kajorana
nature of neutrinos. Furthermore, i t would make neutrino-less double
B decay potential ly observable, and more than anything, give us a
chance to d irect ly observe parity restoration at high energies.

Rather than dwell on various theoretical aspects of L-R symmetry
discussed in this review, I would l ike to summarize my talk with the
assessaent of the prospects for low lying scale of parity
restoration. The only strong motivation for i t vas i t s apparent
realization within SO(JO), which now appears to be ruled out.
Furtheroore, tbe recent measurement of W and Z boson masses, being
announced as I am writing these l a s t l i n e s , strongly encourages the
validity of the standard model at low energies . It should be
interesting to see more precisely what these new results ioply for the
mass of the right handed charged gauge boson. In any case, i t appears
rather saf* to conclude that % i s pushed up, at least into the TeV
region vhich although not accessible now, w i l l be come reachable in

. the next generation of accelerators being bui l t or at l east planned
today. In a l l honesty, i t i s perfectly possible (and encouraged by
S0(10) resul ts ) that % i s high up in the desert (£ 10' GeY>.
possibly providing the Peccei-Quinn scale between JO and 10 CeV and
providing and interest ing link between axion and neutrino masses. All
we can do now i s to wait and see; and, as always, l e t the experiment
decide. What I do hope, however, i s that th i s review persuaded you
that, at l eas t on the theoretical s ide , L-R synmetry offers some
interesting issues which are not encountered in the standard model -
such as neutrino masses, calculable 6, l ink between P and CP v io lat ion ,
and the dooain wall problem.

The work described here has been over the years mostly in
collaboration with Rabi Mohapatra, but also B i l l Csswell, Gordy Kane,
Yee Keung, Antonio Hasiero, Janko Hilutinovic, Marco Roncadelli,
Tom FJLzzo, Saskd Sokorac and Hinh Trao. I want to thank the
organizers of this excellent meeting,, especial ly Hivoje Calid, S i lv io
Pallua, and Dubravko Tadi<? for caking ny stay in Dubrovnik so
enjoyable. Hore than anything, 1 am grateful to my brother,
Pavle Senjsnovic, who has never fai led to provide the encouragement
when I needed i t most, and who played a crucial role in my pursuit of
tbe understanding of the phenomena described here.
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